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Syfy channel shows on netflix

The current political climate is quite brutal, which sometimes makes the news unbearable. Whether you're trying to think about the reality that Donald Trump is president, or you're exhausted by the daily updates on the administration, we could use a little break. Instead of leting the prime news put you in a lot of heartache, why not give yourself up to some of the best shows on
Netflix right now? Finding ways to take care of yourself is more important than ever, and Netflix is certainly a go-to for me when mental exhaustion starts to settle in. It totally has its advantages - it is cheap and can be accessed from anywhere you have a little internet connection. Below is a list of epic netflix series that will help you lift any mood - even for a moment. And they all
have several seasons, so you can get the marathon on without any interruption. Escape reality and dive into the carefree world of television comedies - because that's what adults do, right? In all seriousness, self-care should become part of our routines. And if that means taking a weekend off so you don't do anything except watch the comedy shows, then so be it. Seriously, what
is a list without a doubt one of the biggest shows to ever hit our TVs? Gilmore Girls is the perfect '00s dramaedy to watch if you just want to feel it. From the strange connecticut city of Lorelai and Rory, to their envious mother-daughter relationship, GG offers exactly the right amount of escape from our depressing reality. The show has seven seasons, and the episodes last about
45 minutes, but you'll be so invested that you won't even know you've been sitting in front of the TV for a few days. And after that, continue your marathon with a deeper look into the lives of Lorelai and Rory with the four-part revival of the Gilmore girls. Another one of my favorite Lauren Graham dramaedys, Parenthood is a family-centered show that I love to watch a not-so-great
day. You're going to laugh and cry, but it's worth the emotional rollercoaster. Netflix has all six seasons. G.O.A.T. of all the G.O.A.T.'s when it comes to work-related comedies, the Bureau pretty much stands firm as my number one go-to when I need a good laugh. Luckily for us, Netflix is hosting all nine seasons of NBC comedy. Each episode is about 20 minutes, so this show is
perfect for watching with easy. We all need a little optimism in our lives, especially when our current political climate is so depressing. Like The Office, this show is more of an easy show because its episodes only about 20 minutes. But Leslie's much-deserved transition from pawn's parks department to running a real-life choice (no spoilers, here) will keep you glued to the screen
for all seven seasons. #LeslieKnope2020, anyone? Get rid of the cruel reality of the day by jumping into the super imaginative mind of Sacred Heart Hospital's newest resident, J.D. Bruise Pack with nine seasons of episodes, Scrubs is one of my favorite medical comedies so far. Not only am I learning a thing or two about hospital protocol, but I've also done my musical work with
the sporadic flashes of the crew. Ten seasons of 20-minute episodes isn't close enough, but hey, I'll take what I can get. One of my favorite shows so far, Friends is the mother of all roommate comedies. It's currently in season 6, but now you can catch the top five on Netflix. New Girl certainly offers the vibes of friends, and Zooey Deschanel's comic timing is absolutely perfect.
yes, yes, we do, Jess.It's funny, smart, and timely - and one of the greatest cartoons ever. Netflix has five seasons of FOX comedy, and the episodes are only about 20 minutes long. Seriously, I'm not getting tired of the Belcherfamily and their burger shop drama. This Cosby Show spinoff showed us the era of life for the second huxtable post-high school brother, and eventually
helped inspire an entire generation of black kids to go to college. According to the Netflix app, it's only available until March 15, so it gives you plenty of time to watch all six seasons of 20-minute episodes. When asked to compile lists of favorite shows, the Bernie Mac Show is often forgotten about - and that is a total parody. These days, I'll take anything from the late comedian
over what young people call fun. Hit every funny bit of bone with five seasons of 20-minute episodes of this hilarious sitcom, and thank me later. What's better than seeing what's going on behind the scenes of our favorite comedy shows? A sitcom dedicated to just that. Netflix gives us all seven seasons, and we're forever indebted. Amanda Matlovich/Netflix is really bringing it up
with her range of new TV shows in 2020. Even if the streaming giant faces competition from original content from Disney+, Hulu, Amazon Prime and more, there is no denying that the service is rising to the occasion. Nostalgic dramas, lighthearted realityhearted series, psychological thrillers - there's really something for everyone. Of course, with all the new programs coming out, it
can be difficult to figure out which TV shows are actually worth it – so, help us. Here are the top 10 new choices for Netflix series that we think deserve your attention. Advertising - continue browsing Continue reading Below 1 A.J. and Queen Premiere Date: January 10Don't skip it. RuPaul plays Ruby Red, a queen of popular drag who suddenly steals their small fortune. When
forced to return to the road and make for lost money, Ruby is joined by a stowaway - a tough-talking 10-year-old named AJ (Izzy Gaspersz) who need support. If you're a RuPaul's Drag Race fan, you're going to want to try. 2 in Fashion Premiere Date: January 29 Thallay Fans Project, this is likely going to be the next big obsession. Competition series features 18 designers facing
different fashion challenges in hopes of impressing judges Elizabeth Elizabeth Eva Chen, and others. Even better, Queer Eye's Tan France and world-renowned model Alexa Chung co-host the new show. 3 Queen Sono Premiere Date: February 28In Netflix's first original African series, Queen Sono is a thrilling drama about an unconventional secret agent (played by Pearl Thusi)
who fights crime while dealing with a lot in her personal life. On social media, Pearl wrote that she can't wait for every woman on this continent and, in fact, on this planet, to meet Queen Sono. 4 Self-Made: Inspired by the life of Mrs. CJ Walker Premiere Date: March 20For a strong show with a tie to history, turn to this project starring Oscar-winning actress Octavia Spencer. The
four-part limited series pays homage to the iconic historical figure Sarah Breedlove, known as Madam CJ Walker, who opposed the forces of racism, gender bias and more to become one of the first female female millionaires. The series is based on the book On Her Own Ground: The Life and Times of Madam CJ Walker, and will also play Tiffany Haddish, Carmen Ejogo, and
Blair Underwood. 5 Selena: Premiere Date Series: TBARemember the 1997 film starring Jennifer Lopez, who took the world by storm? Soon, Netflix is giving us more of the story behind Tejano's superstar (played by Christian Serratos this time) in a future drama series. There will be two parts to this series, each chapter, including six episodes. 6 Ratched Premiere Date:
TBABased on the increasingly popular novel One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, Netflix gave the green light to Sara Paulson's series-led series, which follows sister Ratched's home story as she progresses into a monster. Probably not for the faint of heart, but if you made it to your drama, you're going to want to check that out. 7 Hollywood Premiere Date: TBA (sometime in May)
Glee co-creator Ryan Murphy described Hollywood as a love letter to the golden age of Tinseltown set in the 1940s - in other words, believe Humphrey Bogart, John Wayne, Jean Harlow, Lucille Ball, and Vivien Leigh. While not a ton is known about the plot at the moment, we know that the show expressed Darren Criss as the leading man, as well as Jeremy Pope and David
Corenswet. For what Ryan told The Hollywood Reporter, the series is watching Hollywood and the sex industry, and absolutely everything has changed and nothing has changed. 8 Eddy Premiere Date: TBAWith Academy Award-winning At Land Director Damien Chazelle at the helm, you know you'll be fine... especially if you're a fan of musicals. The contemporary drama takes
place in a paris club and centers around Elliot Udo (André Holland), a New York jazz pianist who is forced to grow up when his 15-year-old daughter appears unannounced at his club. 9 Space Force Premiere Date: TBASpace Force is the idea of Office Greg Showrunner (not to mention, the series has Steve Carrell starring in and producing it). The title is a President Donald
Trump's June 2018 proposal to establish a military space force. According to the trailer, the show follows a fictional space force defending attack satellites and performing other tasks related to space ... or something. Already, you can get a pretty good idea of the type of humor to expect. 10 Baby-Sitters Club Premiere Date: TBAA nostalgic kick, indeed. Netflix is bringing the
beloved series with girls from Stoneybrook, Connecticut, to life in a 10-part series. Clueless star Alicia Silverstone is in front and center in the program, so is Royal Pains' Mark Feuerstein. Per Deadline, stories focus on entrepreneurial businesses girls and friends, handling the launch and success of their business while stacking off competition and overcoming various growing
pains along the way. What's more, the episodes touch on topics faced by modern teens today. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content and similar content at piano.io piano.io
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